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Your most loyal guests are likely your biggest brand advocates. They 

are the loyalty program members who recommend your brand without 

being asked, who enthusiastically share their experiences with your 

restaurants because they want others to know about you. Do you 

know where to fi nd these precious customers? With the rise of social 

media, restaurants can fi nally identify and engage with these brand 

advocates online. In the social space, Twitter and Facebook are two of 

the powerhouses, but now another channel has proven its business 

value.

In 2010, Instagram was introduced into the world of social media. 

Thanks to Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger, society gained the ability 

to instantly convey the details of their daily whats, wheres and whens 

through the ease of photo sharing. 

Imagine this: It’s the Fourth of July and you’re hanging out with your 

family in your backyard, grilling burgers and setting off  fi reworks. 

Within seconds, you can snap a photo or shoot a video of your 

surroundings, stream it to Instagram, and let your followers know 

what you’re up to at that exact moment. 

What seems like a pretty basic concept has gained a tremendous 

following over the few short years since the launch. When Facebook 

acquired Instagram in 2012, it had 30 million active users. Just one year 

later, that number had more than tripled. Now, with over 200 million 

monthly users, 60 million photos shared each day, and 1.6 billion likes 

per day,1 Instagram is considered one of the fastest-growing social 

networks.
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Instagram has proven to be an effective way of spreading brand awareness 

and engaging customers, so it is no surprise that marketers are catching on 

quickly. 

A common theme on Instagram involves posting mouth-watering photos 

of food – juicy burgers with a variety of toppings, freshly baked chocolate 

chip cookies with a gooey center, 

and mozzarella sticks with cheese 

oozing out are just a few examples 

of the enticing subjects that foodies 

capture and share on Instagram on 

a regular basis. Another term for 

these images is “food porn”. In fact, if 

you were to type #foodporn into the 

search engine on Instagram, you’d 

find endless pages of tantalizing 

food photos. 

Why should restaurant marketers 

care about food porn? Well, it is 

evident that the once-separate 

worlds of dining and social media 

have collided. With this knowledge, 

creating an Instagram account for your restaurant might just be the perfect 

way to build your customer base and market your brand.  

A recent study showed that 86% of top brands today have 

Instagram accounts.1 This is a 15% increase over 2014, and 

analysts predict that this upward trend will persist.

#FOODPORN
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When contemplating whether or not you should take the time to incorporate an 

Instagram account into your marketing strategy, ask yourself: “What problem am I trying 

to solve?” Chris Colbert, CEO and founder of the management consulting agency X 

Interface Design elaborates: “There’s a reason why social media is called ‘media’ – it’s a 

channel. And like all channels, it can do diff erent things, but you need to be very clear 

about what problems you’re trying to solve and whether it as a channel is going to help 

you solve those problems.”

Colbert believes that, for restaurants in particular, maintaining an Instagram account 

solves the problem of staying “top of mind and sexy to their most important customers.” 

He said it was specifi cally ideal for restaurants 

with “high-frequency consumption and high-

frequency product change.” 

Ryan Meyers, the Social Media Coordinator for 

Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises, explained 

the company’s decision to join Instagram: 

“The biggest reason we did so was to hit the 

younger audience. Since Facebook is skewing a 

little bit older, Instagram is defi nitely targeting 

those millennials. You want to be where your 

guests are, and we think that a lot of our 

guests are on Instagram.”

Instagram is a great marketing tool for restaurants to utilize, as it is strictly a visual 

platform. It helps bolster customer engagement and solidify the foundation of customer 

relationships. And best of all, it’s easy.

When asked to identify the driving factor behind joining Instagram, Sarah Biggers, 

Social Media Coordinator for California Pizza Kitchen, said that it’s “where a lot of our 

upcoming audience already is.” Joining the world of Instagram will allow you to target 

the core Instagram audience – millennials and younger groups of people – with the aim 

to ultimately bolster your brand awareness and increase customer engagement.

WHY SHOULD MY RESTAURANT 
CREATE AN INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT?

Instagram is ideal 
for restaurants with 

“high-frequency 
consumption and 

high-frequency 
product change.”
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DRIVE ENGAGEMENT
Posting photos of your dishes or sharing relevant information with 

your customers creates an opportunity for community engagement. A 

recent study showed that brands are not only posting more often, but 

also generating a greater customer following in the process. Monthly 

engagement, as measured by the number of likes or comments, has more 

than doubled since 2013.1

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
With an Instagram account, you are able to connect directly with your 

guests to build strong, long-lasting relationships. You can interact with 

your followers via likes and comments, ask them 

for help with creating new menu items, 

and receive customer feedback.

your followers via likes and comments, ask them 

for help with creating new menu items, 

and receive customer feedback.
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Instagram also has an embed feature that allows you to copy and paste a 

special code onto your website. When utilizing this feature, viewers can click 

a link and be redirected to your Instagram and associated photo. 

NAME YOURSELFNAME YOURSELF

INCORPORATE YOUR CONTENT INTO OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA 
PLATFORMS
Instagram also has an embed feature that allows you to copy and paste a 

special code onto your website. When utilizing this feature, viewers can click 

a link and be redirected to your Instagram and associated photo. 

NAME YOURSELF

INCORPORATE YOUR CONTENT INTO OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA 
PLATFORMS

Starting an Instagram account is relatively eff ortless. Download the app on any iOS or 

Android phone or tablet, tap “Sign Up,” and enter your email address. It’s as simple as 

that! Additionally, the layout of the program is user-friendly and easily accessible. 

    Connecting with followers can be done via user-specifi c

       handles (@) and hashtags (#).

GETTING STARTED ON INSTAGRAM

                                                      Make sure you pick a name for your Instagram

              account that is easily searchable. This unique identifi er,  

       known as a “handle,” allows your guests to readily

         fi nd and follow your page. For your initial posts, 

     consider incorporating hashtags that are relevant to

             your restaurant and those that are trending in order to

          attract followers. Some trending hashtags include

        #instagood and #tbt (throwback Thursday). Utilizing

      popular hashtags will help draw attention to your brand

          and build your fan base. 
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CONSIDER THE VISUAL ELEMENT
People love all that’s visually appealing. When something is pleasant to the eye, purchase behavior 

increases. Studies reveal that the visual appeal of a product affects purchase behavior in 93% of cases.3 

When uploading photos to your 

Instagram, don’t be redundant. 

Spice things up and add variety to 

your visual content. Instead of only 

uploading pictures of entrées, for 

instance, throw in some pictures 

of happy guests dining at your 

restaurant or employees enjoying 

each other’s company.

California Pizza Kitchen (CPK) 

provides a good example of using 

a varied approach when sharing 

photos on Instagram. Sarah Biggers, Social Media Coordinator for CPK, said her brand posts “40% food 

and beverage, 30% lifestyle, and 30% campaign-related photos.”

NOTIFY YOUR FANS ABOUT YOUR INSTAGRAM PAGE
You want your fans to know about your newest creation. Spread the word via your existing social media 

platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter. Also, consider having point-of-purchase materials that promote 

your Instagram page. Your audience is broad and you want to reach more rather than less. Also, don’t 

forget to take advantage of your existing email list to inform people as well.

Studies reveal that 
the visual appeal of  

a product affects 
purchase behavior

in 93% of  cases.

Instagram offers an easy-to-use feature that lets you upload 
photos to multiple platforms. Before posting a photo, you will be 
prompted to select where else you’d like to share it – Facebook, 
Twitter, Tumblr, Flickr, or Foursquare. Taking advantage of 
Instagram’s simple cross-platform posting feature just might help 
you attract more Instagram followers!

TIP
:
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HASHTAGS ARE KEY
Hashtags are a prominent part of the world of 

Instagram. They allow your brand to be readily found 

and broadcasted throughout the network. Choose 

hashtags that are relevant to your brand and easy for 

your consumers to use on their own. For example, 

when Starbucks 

posts a picture 

on Instagram, 

they often 

include #coffee 

or #IcedCoffee in 

the caption. When 

your followers 

incorporate the 

same hashtags into

Hash•tag [hash-tag]  noun 1. A keyword preceded by the hash 

symbol (#) and linked to a dynamic feed within the social 

network where it is posted.

Posts with at least 
one hashtag average 

about 12.6% more 
engagement than 

those without.

their own posts, you become more searchable. Heck, 

you may even go viral! 

A recent study showed that 88% of brand posts 

include at least one hashtag.1 Remember how we 

want to increase 

engagement in your 

brand? Well, posts 

with at least one 

hashtag average 

about 12.6% more 

engagement than 

those without.1 

Hashtags are your 

ticket to social reach.
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It’s important to keep track of analytics to see what’s working and what isn’t. Having 

this information will allow you to alter your strategy accordingly to increase guest 

engagement. In the case of Instagram, it is common for brands to rely on a third-

party analytics program to capture information and statistics. In fact, all of the 

Paytronix clients that were interviewed use a third-party tool. Curalate, Socialbakers, 

and Iconosquare are just a few of the many viable options. Ultimately, you need to 

track how many people viewed, liked, and/or commented on your posts. You should 

keep tabs on your follower numbers and analyze the levers you can use to promote 

retention and growth. 

To assess what content is most engaging on the Instagram page for Lettuce Entertain 

You, Ryan Meyers relies on the metric called “engagement per thousand”. He explains:  

“It takes into consideration the number of followers you may have when evaluating 

the level of customer engagement. For example, if you have 20,000 followers and 400 

likes, that illustrates less engagement than an account with 1,000 followers and 900 

likes.” With this metric, Meyers is able to gauge whether or not his content is driving 

positive activity among his follower base.   

Note: It would be natural for you to wonder how many Instagram followers are 

needed to have an impact. Meyers answers: “The number of followers doesn’t matter 

– it’s all about quality over quantity.” He supports this by pointing out the differences 

among the various brands of Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises. “Some of our 

restaurants have a much larger Instagram following than others, but the quality isn’t 

there. The brands with the smaller followings actually get more engagement.” 

When speaking with various Paytronix clients, individual followings ranged from 

about 4,000 to more than 16,000. This represents a broad spectrum and illustrates 

that there isn’t a specific minimum number of followers your account needs to make 

an impact. The bigger metric to consider is engagement per thousand, as Meyers 

suggested. You should strive for high engagement per thousand, as this will assure 

you that your message is resonating throughout your Instagram audience.

MEASURE YOUR RESULTS
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OKAY, I’M IN ... NOW WHAT?
Once you’ve created an Instagram account, chosen a recognizable name, and gotten 

comfortable, it’s time to start optimizing your Instagram presence. Your goals should 

be threefold:

PROMOTE YOUR RESTAURANT

INCENTIVIZE CUSTOMERS WITH CONTESTS

BUILD GUEST RELATIONSHIPS

RESTAURANT PROMOTION
Instagram is great for promoting your restaurant, but you should be tactical 

when trying to engage your followers. For those restaurants catering to 

dinner-goers, post your specials on Instagram at 5 or 6 at night, right as everyone’s 

getting ready to leave the offi  ce with rumbling stomachs. Conversely, if you serve 

brunch, post photos early on Saturday and Sunday mornings. As for QSRs, promote 

your brand by introducing new menu items on Instagram and inviting your customers 

to your store for a free tasting. Pinkberry, for one, does a masterful job in this area,  

announcing a new ice cream fl avor and informing its followers that free samples 

will be available. Instagram is also an excellent place to share special visual off ers or 

deals with your followers.

1
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You should seize every opportunity to engage your community and build customer 

relationships. Here are a few methods:

• Include clear calls to action (CTAs). For instance, you can post a photo with the caption “Tag a friend 

who would like this.” Alternatively, you can caption your photos with a question that will spark 

customer responses and engagement.

• Ask followers to post photos with a CTA related to your brand. After they have done so, you can reply 

or repost using their handles (@). 

• Look to followers for help with naming a new menu item. Not only will this make them feel like they’re 

important contributors to your company, but it promotes engagement because they’ll continue to 

check back on your decision! 

• Upload behind-the-scenes photos to your Instagram account. By doing so, you’ll make followers 

feel like they’re part of your community. Check out the Instagram accounts for The Melting Pot and 

Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises’ to see how they connect with their audience by incorporating 

photos of chefs in action. Viewers get a peek behind the kitchen doors to see what it’s all about.   

Through the eyes of Erik Jensen, Senior Director of Brand Engagement for Denny’s, customer interaction 

lies at the heart of Instagram. He explains: “When you visit one of Denny’s diners, a diner booth is a place 

where people can connect and where people can be themselves. To us, that’s exactly what social media 

is all about.” Denny’s aims to enrich the Instagram content by “taking conversations that happen in a 

diner booth and bringing them online.”

3 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

CONTESTS
There are various ways to build hype among your followers, but contests might just be the 

best one. Many restaurants run Instagram photo contests where they ask their followers 

to upload photos that meet specific criteria and use a certain hashtag. Those who do will be entered 

into the contest and have a chance to win a reward. In a prominent example, Taco Bell ran an Instagram 

promotion asking fans to take wild or silly photos with their Doritos Locos Tacos and include the hashtag 

#LiveMasContest. One fan submitted a photo of herself suspended by aerial silks, with Doritos Locos 

Tacos in her mouth and her Chihuahua dog perched on her lap. Talk about creative!

2
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Running contests on Instagram is an eff ective way to build customer relationships and incentivize followers, so it’s 

important that you know the appropriate steps for creating an ideal Instagram contest. 

Before diving headfi rst into contest creation, be sure to do your research. What are your goals? Setting goals will 

help you focus on what you want to achieve and how to get there. What’s your target market? Knowing your target 

audience will further narrow your search. 

HOW TO RUN AN INSTAGRAM CONTEST

CHOOSE YOUR CONTEST
Some popular types include like contests, comment contests, and photo challenges. 

• Like contests: Users are entered into your contest when they like your specifi ed content. 

The simplicity of this enables your content to get good exposure. Due to the infl ux of likes 

you’ll receive, your photos may even be displayed on Instagram’s Discover page, which shows 

trending images based on an individual user’s activity and preferences. The one 

downside to like contests is that customer engagement is minimal. Because users 

don’t have to expend much time or eff ort to enter, they may not necessarily be 

passionate about your brand.

• Comment contests: When users comment on your photo, they will be entered 

into your contest. This type of contest is an excellent way to build customer 

relationships and boost engagement. Customers are able to share their thoughts 

and opinions via the comments on your photos.

• Photo challenges: Users become contest participants after submitting a photo 

with specifi ed criteria and a designated hashtag. These very popular contests 

are successful for a few reasons. Not only do they foster meaningful customer 

relationships, but they also enable your brand to reach an audience beyond your 

followers. The hashtag allows all content to be collected in one general place and 

viewed by anyone who searches that specifi c hashtag. Moreover, by asking for user- 

generated content, you’ll have access to an abundance of authentic photos that you 

can post to your personal account to market your brand. With photo challenges, 

you can promote your brand and increase customer engagement in a fun, 

interactive manner. Although they present a higher barrier to entry, you’ll attract the 

followers that matter most – the ones who are truly invested in your brand.

CPK, for example, ran a photo contest sweepstakes related to Mother’s Day, giving 

contestants the opportunity to show their appreciation for their mothers.
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After you have decided what type of contest you are going to run, it’s time to 

create a name and an associated hashtag. Choose something short and witty 

that will get people’s attention. It should also be relevant to the campaign you 

are running. For example, CPK named its Mother’s Day contest “Dear Mom 

Sweepstakes” and asked all interested CPK fans to share their story and submit 

a photo of their mother with the hashtag #CPKDearMomSweeps to be entered 

into the contest.    

When announcing your contest on social media platforms, be clear in your 

delivery. With Instagram in particular, build content that is visually appealing 

and authentic. When CPK posted a photo on Instagram to announce the 

contest, it featured a mother and daughter hugging, with the text “My mom is a 

superhero” and the hashtag #CPKDearMomSweeps displayed on top. 

Although CPK announced its contest on Instagram, Facebook, and 

Twitter, Sarah Biggers commented that it “got the most entries via 

Instagram as compared to the other social media platforms” and 

that “Facebook presents a higher boundary of entry in particular.”

As you post content throughout the duration of your contest, 

you’ll want to incorporate hashtags into your captions that are 

related to your theme so that your entries are easily trackable. For 

instance, when CPK fi rst announced its contest, it used the hashtag 

#CPK and the handle for MGM#Grand’s Instagram account (@

MGMGrand). As the contest progressed, it incorporated hashtags 

such as #OneOfAKind, #Mom, #IloveMom, and #LasVegas. Again, 

including multiple relevant hashtags will attract a greater following 

of Instagram users.

Incorporating Instagram contests into your marketing strategies 

will greatly expand your reach, further establish your brand, and 

increase your fan base. All of this trickles down to aff ect your 

business and help you get more guests through the door.   

NAME AND REVEAL YOUR CONTEST
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Instagram is equipped with a 

variety of features that are 

designed to make the user

experience a creative one.  

For starters, Instagram users have

more than 20 fi lters to choose from. 

These preset modifi cations allow you 

to alter the coloring of your individual 

photos. Although some of the fi lters may 

not be ideal for pictures of food, the black-

and-white one can be a nice touch for a 

behind-the-scenes shot.4

Instagram also off ers its users the ability to shoot short videos that are three to 

fi fteen seconds in length. This is a great feature if you want to show abbreviated clips 

of your chef in action. For instance, Lettuce Entertain You shared a fast-motion video 

of a chef making a brick-oven pizza from start to fi nish. 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
UTILIZE ITS FEATURES

ADD A LOCATION PAGE
Since Foursquare is compatible with Instagram, consider creating a Foursquare for 

Business account. This will establish a searchable location page for your restaurant 

and allow users to tag it in their photos. Recently, a study was conducted by 

members of the Department of Computer Science at Arizona State University to 

assess the extent to which Instagram users tag their location in their uploaded 

pictures. Out of about 5.5 million photos, more than 18% were tagged with GPS 

coordinates. If you take a look at Twitter, you’ll see that less than 1% of photos have 

a location tagged.2 It is clear that Instagram users are more accustomed to sharing 

their geolocations than are the users of other social media platforms. 

more than 20 fi lters to choose from. 

These preset modifi cations allow you 

to alter the coloring of your individual 

photos. Although some of the fi lters may 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
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The more important fact to mention is that enabling your users to tag your restaurant positively 

correlates to customer engagement. Similar to hashtags, location tagging allows Instagram users 

to readily find your 

restaurant. A Simply 

Measured study revealed 

that brands that include 

their location in their 

posts have 79% higher 

customer engagement.1

POST OFTEN

NETWORK
Do some networking and explore Instagram influencers in your area who share food-based content. 

There are many people out there who utilize Instagram like a food blog. They upload pictures of dishes 

at various restaurants, providing a description in the caption and using each restaurant’s unique handle. 

Their followers will see these enticing photos of your food and be redirected to your Instagram account.  

Lettuce Entertain You Enterprises has experienced success with this method. Ryan Meyers, the Social 

Media Coordinator, says: “It’s important to develop and nurture relationships with these influencers. 

Some of these people have 50,000 to 60,000 followers. That helps with visibility.” 

You want to post frequent, relevant photos on your Instagram to garner high engagement. Pinkberry 

does an excellent job with this. In one example, it posted a photo on Instagram and asked followers to 

guess Pinkberry’s newest flavor. This alone is excellent content to get people hooked and engaged. A few 

days later, another photo was posted and customers were invited to come in for a sample on a certain 

date. This encourages viewers to become invested in the topic and want to continue following to find out 

what the new flavor is! 

A Simply Measured study 
revealed that brands that 

include their location 
in their posts have 

79% higher customer 
engagement.
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Creating an Instagram account provides the 

opportunity for customer feedback. But it’s important 

to keep in mind that not all comments are going to 

be positive. What you do with the negative feedback 

you receive is an important determinant of how your 

brand will grow.

Chris Colbert, CEO and founder of X Interface Design, 

declares: “The most profound thing 

social has done is that it exposes 

companies to the reality of 

what their customers 

really think and it 

exposes customers 

to the opinion 

of what other 

customers 

think.” Before 

social media 

existed, 

negative 

feedback was 

spread primarily 

via word of 

mouth and had a 

smaller reach. Colbert 

believes that “social 

media is about monitoring 

how well you’re doing vis-à-vis 

your customers.” 

With Instagram and other social media platforms, 

brands have the opportunity to hear customer 

feedback and take the appropriate course of action.

HANDLING THE HATERS 
(OR DEALING WITH NEGATIVE FEEDBACK)

Colbert cited Domino’s Pizza as a brand that struggled 

with negative customer feedback a few years ago:  

“People hated their pizza and social media made it 

more of a problem. It was like, all of a sudden, the 

entire world knew their pizza sucked.” Domino’s used 

this knowledge to their advantage and “utilized social 

and other media to talk about how their pizza was 

going to get ready and how it was going to change for 

the better.” 

An important takeaway is 

that it is possible to use 

negative feedback 

to create positive 

change. “Domino’s 

used social as 

a medium to 

communicate 

that they 

would fi x the 

problem,” 

said Colbert. 

“That’s a 

sophisticated and 

bold application.” 

Restaurants have the 

opportunity to leverage 

Instagram and other social 

media to make a change and 

restore customer satisfaction in their 

brand – and that’s exactly what Domino’s did.
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About a year ago, advertisements were implemented on Instagram to 

provide users with relevant information and help companies promote 

their brand. Instagram has been working to effectively accomplish 

these objectives while maintaining the organic feel that resonates 

throughout the photo-sharing network. 

 

At the beginning of this process, the advertising platform was 

only available to a select group of Facebook Marketing Partners 

and agencies. It has now gained momentum and will soon be 

expanding globally to accomodate businesses of all sizes. Additional 

developments include direct-response ads, the ability to buy ads via an 

API, and fine-tuned targeting techniques.5 Consumers will be able to 

view an ad and take actions like clicking a link to connect to a website, 

downloading an app, and even buying a product. 

An attractive element is that these new targeting features will 

resemble those offered on Facebook. When asked how the changes 

would affect his company’s Instagram approach, Ryan Meyers from 

Lettuce Entertain You said: “This Instagram development is definitely 

on our radar. We see great success with the custom audience on 

Facebook, so it’s very likely we’ll be moving forward with something on 

Instagram when it becomes available.” 

Justin Whitehead, Brand Manager of Digital Marketing for Raising 

Canes, voiced a similar reaction: “When Instagram opens up 

advertising and allows geotargeting, we will absolutely look to try 

it out as part of our paid social strategy.” Overall, marketers view 

Instagram’s upcoming advancement positively, and the shift from 

nonpaid to a paid social platform seems to be coming. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
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As times change, so too should your marketing strategies – a successful approach 

must solve a clear business problem. For some restaurants, it’s engaging millennials, 

while for others, it’s getting their products in front of their customers in a visually 

compelling way that’s better than the competition. 

As a visual platform, Instagram is an excellent network for sharing updates on your 

restaurant and engaging your audience. Comparing the level of guest engagement on 

Instagram to other social media networks, Ryan Meyers from Lettuce Entertain you 

said: “We are defi nitely getting more engagement on Instagram – 100%.”

   Meanwhile, Justin Whitehead from Raising Canes credited a strong

       following: “95% of Raising Canes’ Instagram posts are repurposed

       customer posts. We have a highly engaged, highly passionate

         customer base. They take food shots and we use them on our 

           page.”

        Instagram is diff erent from other social media platforms 

             because it’s a digital medium that’s popular with a 

           younger, more tech-savvy generation. If you want

      this vibrant segment o the population to help

         promote your brand, then Instagram is the

            appropriate channel.  

              Don’t forget to ask yourself: “What problem

        am I trying to solve that Instagram can 

          help with?” If you can articulate a clear

         answer, you should be good to go.   

TO SUM IT UP

1. http://get.simplymeasured.com/rs/simplymeasured/images/InstagramStudy2014Q3.pdf?mkt_
tokfOvrPUfGjI4CTsViI%2BSLDwEYGJlv6SgFQrDEMal41bgNWRM%3D

2. http://arxiv.org/pdf/1410.8099.pdf
3. http://nextrestaurants.com/social-media/getting-your-restaurant-on-instagram/
4. https://instagram.com/p/2oou9-CiYN/?taken-by=lettuceentertainyou
5. http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Instagram-Open-Platform-All-Advertisers-This-Fall/1012738?ecid=NL1001SO
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Visit www.Paytronix.com or call 617-649-3300 ext. 5 and learn 
more ways to engage your customers today!TIP
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